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ABSTRACT 

 
Uprising of Imam Hussein and Ashura has always been studied by analysts. However, ignoring the basis of 
this uprising and unilateral view on this movement in one hand, and lack of documents and historical 
evidenced on the other hand make enemies of Alhe-Bayt to rise some doubts on its truth and legitimacy. This 
research studies jurisprudence points of this holy uprising based on jurisprudence context- with little 
reference to Sunni resources-, historical books and offering views of Shia jurists. One of the principles of this 
uprising is enjoining the good and forbidding the evil that is the center of Imam’s uprising, which their 
condition and level has been accord with his uprising. Legitimate movement of Imam Hussein and cruel 
ruling of Yazid and the way of his getting on the throne, necessitates standing against Yazid and his violent 
reign; the act which is impossible with reservation. It can be honestly said that, enjoining the good and 
forbidding the evil make uprising of Imam Hussein a true pattern of standing against despotism and violence 
and can be followed in all eras. 
Keywords: Imam Hussein, enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, reservation, allegiance, Imam 

Khomeini and Shaheed Mutahhari 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Although the uprising of Ashura happened as an event of a special time and place and finished with 
martyrdom of the dearest people of Islam, but in a short time have changed to a rich and long-lasting culture, 
the effect of which has extended during times and eras. 

Absolutely, one way of its fecund lasting is its entrance to jurisprudence discussions which influence 
Islamic law and daily life of humanity. However, if this uprising is discussed from jurisprudence point of view, 
it can be a comprehensive pattern to determine Muslims’ issues in all ages. Historical and moral aspects of this 
uprising have been studied by many researchers, but less attention has been on its jurisprudence aspects. 

In this research, some jurisprudence aspects of Imam Hussein uprising, historical contexts and ideas of 
some of Shia jurists, such as Imam Khomeini and Shaheed Mutahhari, have been studied; so that, research 
objectives was "Enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, 2- not obeying violent ruler in era of violence and 
injustice to characterize the obligations of other Islamic uprisings".  

Research questions are 1) What are jurisprudence principles of Imam Hussein’s uprising? 2) What are 
the causes of rejecting reservation by Imam Hussein? 3) Whether his movement in Karbala is applicable in 
other areas or not?; and research hypotheses are A) Uprising of Ashura has various jurisprudence aspects, such 
as “enjoining the good and forbidding the evil”, and “not obeying violent ruler”; B) While reservation is one of 
the necessities that Imams believe in some situations, but when the basics of Islam are in danger of decline and 
destruction, reservation is not acceptable, and Muslims should fight even if it ends with murder of two sides; 
and C) Uprising of Imam Hussein is for upholding enjoining the good and forbidding the evil and establishing 
Islamic regime, and is considered as a complete pattern for all humanity, a worldly pattern effecting forming 
revolutionary desires in all eras. 

There are many books and thesis considering uprising of Ashura and the way of martyred of families 
of Imam Hussein and their enslavement from view point of history, morality, etc. From jurisprudence point of 
view, Najafi Chaleshtary has a thesis entitled “Jurisprudence Study of Uprising of Ashura”, in Qom University. 
There are also some books on this topic such as “Ashura In Jurisprudence” of Mortazavi, and “Husseini Epic” 
of Shaheed Mutahhari. 
 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 
In this research, library method was used and notes were taken from Arabic jurisprudence contexts and 

using different historical and jurisprudence software and internet. 
 

Lexical meaning of reservation:  
In word, reservation is defined as follow: “the root of word is “وقی، یقی” and “َّقی ّقی،یت  ”إت
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After translating the word “وقی” as maintaining, saving and preservation, Shaheed Mutahhari states the 
accurate meaning of “reservation” is maintaining. According to different statements from various books and 
narratives, it can be said that reservation in terms is in two types: 

1. General meaning: caring to avoid what is harmful, whether worldly damages or hereafter. In 
reservation, the wisdom is dominant, which independently commands and the sentence of lawgiver 
suggests the command of wisdom. 
2. Special meaning: agreeing with others in speech or act that is against God, to avoid harms of 
others. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Idiomatic concept of reservation:  
Definition of reservation from view point of Sunni has no difference with Shia; the only difference is 

their interpretation and word structure of idiomatic concept of reservation. However, they all believe that 
reservation is not lying to deceiving the others. Reservation is: “denying truth and coordinating with enemies, to 
be saved of worldly and religious damages and harms” 

 
The origin of reservation: 
Reservation dates back to the creation of humanity. Prophets not only invite their companions to be 

conservative and not disclosing it, but in some cases they were using it as a shield to avoid disasters. Since 
family of prophet, as the second base of Islam is considered as preserver of Sharia and religious honors, 
reservation and avoiding armed uprising is the best way of saving them from murder. To save life of 
commanders and themselves and hold Islamic groups, Imams pretended they are not against rulers and not 
thinking of revolt against them. Imams not only themselves accepted reservation, but command their followers 
to behave in this way in front of rulers. 

 
Reservation from view point of Shaheed Mutahhari: 
In Shia, reservation has reasonable and prudent meaning which is approved by Quran and wisdom, and 

is defined as using justifiable technique to save forces and avoid unnecessary wasting of forces and weakening 
powers. Its root is the word “وقی”, that is, to save more and beat less. Today, this word has lost its real meaning 
and is defined as anti-fighting. From view point of bless asking, reservation is to leave the field and give it to 
enemies and only use controversy and discussion. It’s true that sometimes people pass lives of their loved ones 
to achieve higher goals, strengthen rights and destroy wrongs, but no one dare to put their lives in danger 
without any important aim? Islam allowed people to temporarily deny right when their life, wealth, or honor is 
in danger and no significant results are achieved by saying the right. Quran says: “ اال من اکره وقلبھ مطمئن باالیمان“ 
“forced thereto and whose heart is still content with the faith” (An-Nahl, 106). The point is that reservation has 
not a firm interpretation everywhere and every time, sometimes it is obligatory, sometimes Haram and 
sometimes lawful. When the life of people is in danger without any significant result reservation is obligatory, 
but when reservation cause promoting false and misleading people and strengthen tyranny, it’s Haram and 
forbidden. 

In this base, all objections in this regard will be answered. In fact, if critics had research on this 
subject, they would understand that Shia are not alone in this idea but sometimes reservation is an absolute 
intellectual order which agrees with human nature, since all wise and intellectual people when encountering a 
two-way in which they should ignore their inner belief or put their wealth and body in danger, advise to be 
conservative. 

 
Evidences of legitimacy of reservation in Islam: 
Legitimacy of reservation is granted in Shia and there are many narratives in reliable books of Shia 

which absolutely proves this idea and there is no need for other proofs. 
Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) defines reservation as a condition for faith and refers to verse 28 of 

chapter Al-E-Imran in Quran. He also considers the one who denies reservation as the one who leaves praying 
God. 

He says: 
 تارک التقیھ کتارک الصلوه

 ال ایمان لمن ال تقیھ لھ، و یقول:قال هللا، اال ان تتقوا منھم تقاه
Sometimes reservation is used in its general meaning and is defined as saving what is in danger of loss; 

it’s like when an ill person takes drug for remedy.  
 
Nature: some experts believe legitimacy of reservation is natural issue and some believes even if was 

not stated by religion, its legitimacy could be proved by human nature. Some says that nature is common 
instinct between human and animal and is natural in all human and animal when encountering danger and trying 
to save life.  
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It seems, this statement of dangers is in fact the wisdom reason and can’t be considered a separate 

reason. 
 
Wisdom: Some experts have detailed or brief discussion about wisdom reason: 
Avoiding harm: some explain wisdom reason as: Wisdom necessitates reservation to avoid harms, 

jurists believe in it. Even Shia needs not proving necessity of reservation. Some other experts believe that 
reservation is evaluated by the judge of wisdom, and wisdom has two verdicts to explain reservation: 

One is that wisdom independently necessitates reservation, so it’s said that wisdom believes religious 
orders as a way of eternal happiness of human. When this happiness is achievable only through hiding believes 
from enemies, wisdom orders reservation, such as reservation and silence of Imam Ali in his right to save 
religion. 

Second, wisdom is not independent in necessitating reservation. Holy lawgiver considers that if there is 
danger of murdering or such things, but religious order necessitates doing it, in that case the damage is 
considered more important than religious order since “ال ضرر و ال ضررار فی االسالم و احل هللا ما اضطر واالیھ”. In this 
case dependent wisdom and law obligate reservation.  

 
The way of wisdoms: 
Some believe that ways of wisdoms are conforming reason of wisdom. For example it has been said 

that reason of reservation is wisdom and quotes. 
The best statement about the way of wisdoms in reservation is that: 
Whenever a person is in danger due to his beliefs or doing his tasks and harms of this danger is more 

than its benefits, and person can avoid these harms by hiding or not pretending his beliefs, wisdoms let them to 
be conservative and in some cases they obligate reservation. Based on this comment, wisdoms prefer the 
considering benefits.  

 
Quran texts: there are two types of verses in Quran which can be considered as reasons of reservation: 

first, those verses which imply reservation, and second one which contain general sentences include both 
reservation and issues other than reservation.  

a) Verses which imply reservation include: 
نھُ  ِ َّقوا م ّ أن تَت ٍ اال َ مِن هللاِ فی شی ء َل ذلک فلیس َن یَفع َ و م ِ المومنین ن دُون ِ َ اولیاء م ِ المومنونَ الکافِرین ذ ِ َّخ َت ِلی هللا ال ی ھُ و ا رکم هللا نفسَ ُّ ً و یُحذ ّ ُقاة م ت

مصیُرال  
Let not the believers take disbelievers for their friends in preference to believers. Whoso doeth that 

hath no connection with allah unless (it be) that ye but guard yourselves against them, taking (as it were) 
security. Allah biddeth you beware (only) of himself. Unto allah is the journeying. (Al-E-Imran, 28) 

Other verses include Al-Ghafer Chapter, verse 28 and so on. 
 
b) Verses which include reservation and other than reservation 

َج ر َ ن ح ِ ِ م َ علیکم فی الدین َل ع َ  وماج
Hath not laid upon you in religion any hardship (Al-Hajj, 78) 
So, one of the cases of hardship is to perform Islam rules against disbelievers when there is physical or 

financial danger, which is denied by this verse and lawfulness of reservation, is proved. 
Other verses about this issue include verses 19 and 20 of Kahf and 119 of Al-Annam. 
 
Exceptions of reservation: while reservation in most of the cases is accepted and sometimes it’s 

obligatory, but in some cases in no way reservation is accepted. 
Some cases in which reservation is Haram include: 
 
Corruption in religion: sometimes pretending coordinating with styles and ways of enemies makes 

one of principles of Islam to be in danger or one of the foundations of the religion be unstable, or strengthen 
parts of disbelief, such as destroying Kaba or tombs of Imams and prophets, or denying Islam and 
misinterpreting Quran that devaluating it and is according with views of unbelievers. In these situations 
reservation is not allowed and benefits of Islam should be defended. A Muslim should firmly stand against these 
issues and insists on it. 

Imam Khomeini says: in fact, reservation is used to save Islam and its principles and the groups of 
Muslims who uphold religion and its principles. When reservation causes their destruction, it should be avoided. 
There are many reasons to prove the fact that reservation is not acceptable when damaging religion:  

Imam Hussein says: 
ین...  ِ فی الدّ ّا یُودِّی الی الفساد ِ مم ُ التقیّھ َھُ... مکان ِم ل َم تَستَق عھا ل ِ َواض عُ َمن أزالھا عن م ِ مواضِ   ....إن للتقیھ

“Reservation has a limit and anyone who goes beyond it is not forgiven… reservation is in the places 
where religion is going to be corrupted. 

In this regard, no one is allowed to be conservative just because Islam had let him to behave in 
accordance with unbelievers but hate what is he doing, or be unstable in front of them and let these cruel rulers 
do whatever they want in the society. It’s obvious that in that case society will be such that Prophet Mohammad 
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had predicted: society is like a sinking boat, and people are as their members. Abominable deeds of people are 
like making hole in boat which leads the boat to sink. Enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is the factor 
that can save the boat from sinking. 

Manslaughter: the second exception of reservation is manslaughter. Imam Mohammad Bagher in his 
narrative says:  

َّیھ َ تَق َغَ الدم فلیس َل ، فاذا ب ُ م َّ َ بھا الد ِن َ التقیَّھُ لیَحق ل ِ ع ُ ّما ج  ان
Indeed, reservation is to save blood, when there is blooding reservation is no longer acceptable. 
Therefore, reservation is to save life, wealth and honor of self and religious brothers. It should be 

considered that reservation is to save life or to save religion; therefore, when religion and life is in danger there 
is no need of reservation. Sometimes human should ignore the life to save religion, like what Imam Hussein did 
to save Islam and sacrifice his life and his family’s life in God’s way. 

Imam Khomeini says: when there is danger of changing or destroying one of the principles and 
necessities of religion, reservation is not allowed. Such that cruel perverse wants to change one of the principles 
of Islam or basics of religion, in which reservation is not acceptable.  

 
Different types of reservation:  
There is a long history of reservation and its different types, from time of Abraham to Moses, Abu-

taleb, and Mohammad. This method which belongs to prophets and special saints of God, have continued after 
death of Mohammad.  

Sheikhe Mofid divides reservation to four parts and says reservation: 1) Sometimes is obligatory, so 
it’s better to do it; 2) Sometimes it’s necessary but not obligatory; 3) Sometimes being conservative is better 
than not being; 4) Sometimes not being is better than being conservative even the doer is possible or is 
pardoned. 
 

Graph 1. Graph of different types of reservation from Imam Khomeini viewpoint 

 

 

 
 

Imam Khomeini has divided it in two parts: 1. Reservation based on nature that is conservational, 2. 
another type of reservation including secrecy, tolerable, and reluctance. 

Each of these divisions has their own special definition: Different types of reservation from obligatory 
orders view: some jurists divide reservation to five different types: 1. Obligatory reservation: where benefits 
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necessitate it such as when without reservation, physical and financial harms will be on him; 2. Haram 
reservation: when lack of reservation will cause death of a Muslim or corruption in religion or deviation of God 
orders and a sin happen that its fault is more than reservation; 3. Recommended reservation: such as 
participating in Sunni ceremonies to save unity and integration of Muslims against enemies; 4. Abominable 
reservation: when it’s better not to be conservative such as not using profane words stating from well-known 
people such as Rashide Hejry and Haja Ibn Oday; 5. Lawful reservation: when there is equality of benefits of 
reservation and there is no prevalence on them. 

 
Examples of reservation: 
One of the most significant examples of reservation is Imam Hassan adjacent the time of Imam 

Hussein. Imam Hassan defines one of main reasons of his peace as to save blood of Muslims especially Shia. 
As we all know, after entering to Kufa, Muaviyeh breached the peace contract and did not obey its provisions. 
In this time, Imam Hassan and Imam Hussein used reservation method and prayed God behind Marvan ibn 
Hakam, ruler of Madinah.  

Since the basic of uprising of Imam Hussein is enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, and 
revolting against unfaithful and violent ruler who had destroyed the rules of God and extended religious 
deviations. In this time Imam Hussein did not use reservation to save religion and establishing God rules, the 
time in which reservation was not useful in enjoining the good and forbidding the evil. It shows that reservation 
is not principally accepted in main issues which depend on the basic of Islam. In another word, when 
reservation causes destruction of Islamic sanctities or values of religion, reservation is not allowed. Imam 
Khomeini defines the followings as examples of main and important issues which forbids reservation: 
elimination of Holy Book, destruction of its copies, interpretation of Quran which misleads people, destruction 
of Kaba and eliminating its effects, destroying tombs of prophets and Imams, etc. 
As it was mentioned in Imam Hussein’s stance, silence and reservation is forbidden when the ruler is violent 
and destroying basics of religion; silence against violence of government is equal to death and death is 
considered better than this kind of life: 
ّ  االترون  ان الحق ال یعمل بھ وان الباطل ال یتناھی عنھ  ّ سعادة والحیاة مع الظالمین اال لیرغب المومن فی لقاء هللا محققا فانی الاری الموت اال
  .برما

Fear should be abandoned and mental and physical health should be encouraged: 
ل اخو االوس ال بن عمھ و ھو یرید نصرة رسول افبا الموت تخوفنی وھل یعدوا بکم الخطب ان تقتلونی ما ادری ما اقول لک ولکن اقول کما قو 
 ً ً وجاھد مسلما   .هللا فقال این تذھب فانک مقتول فقال: سامضی فما بالموت عار علی الفتی اذا مانوی حقا

If Imam Hussein were using reservation, this silence would help destruction of religion, not saving or 
maintaining it. 

In this regard, Imam Khomeini says:  
When considering ruling of a violent and cruel ruler among people, Imam Hussein believed that they 

should stand against him and prevent him, with all power, and army. 
 

4.  CONCLUSION 
 
Uprising of Ashura is one of the categories which became pattern of Shia and inspiration for all 

freedom men all over the world during history. Studying jurisprudence principles of this uprising can have an 
extended and key role in expansion of religion in society. This great epic had many benefits from it’s time to 
now. It has been said that the causes of continuation of Islam, prophecy of prophet and continuity of that bloody 
revolution are Imam Hussein and his family and followers. 

Enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is one of the most important religious practices which 
sometimes leads to revolution and is administrative support of other rules and guarantees other obligations and 
forbids. Imams say that without enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, blessing is not to the earth, 
disbelievers dominate believers and there would be no helper in the world and heaven. One of the main motives 
of Ashura uprising is enjoining the good and forbidding the evil which is stated in speeches of Imam Hussein. 

One of the conditions for enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is possibility of its influence on its 
performance. Unidirectional viewing and not analyzing historical evidences cause some doubts from enemies of 
Ahle-bayt. Influence means to have reflection on performing enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, 
whether direct reflection or indirect. One example of obligation of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is 
when there is innovation in Islam which leads to its violation or weakens believes of Muslims, or strengthen 
cruel which was observed mostly during ruling of Moaviyeh. Therefore, influence should be considered as 
general or typical, since enjoining the good and forbidding the evil may have influence on others. 

The conditions set by jurists on enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is acceptable when it is in 
individual domain, but when one of the sentences of detailed issues are in danger of destruction, or the basic of 
religion and most of its sentences are in danger of destruction, there is no need of the conditions set for 
enjoining the good and forbidding the evil, and they should be defended in anyway. Undoubtedly, uprising of 
Ashura was one of its examples. Looking at speeches of Imam Hussein, it is considered that all of the 
conditions of enjoining the good and forbidding the evil are observed in his uprising. 
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When interpreting cruel government, jurisprudence views of Shia set against Sunni, since Sunni don’t 
deny legitimacy of the regime. Fighting against cruelty and corruption and innovations in Islam is duty of all 
Muslims from enjoining the good and forbidding the evil viewpoint. In fact, this duty is for Imam Hussein 
which has been born and grown in the Holy family. Therefore, Imam Hussein questions legitimacy of this 
regime and considers allegiance with the cruel ruler as destruction of Islam and religion. 

One of the situations in which reservation is not allowed is corruption in religion. Regarding 
illegitimacy of Yazid regime, no way is for silence, since this silence is considered as participating in his cruelty 
and violation, which its only aim is to destruct principle of Islam and reservation was a way to help destruction 
of Islam not saving it. 
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